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Abstract

Rationale

CSF1R tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) and antibodies yield response rates and tumor con-

trol in patients with diffuse type tenosynovial giant cell tumors (dTGCT). The long term man-

agement of patients with dTGCT treated with TKI is however not known.

Patients and methods

We conducted a retrospective single center study on the 39 patients with advanced and/or

inoperable dTGCT referred to the Centre Leon Berard for a medical treatment. The clinical

characteristics and treatments of patients who had received at least one line of CSF1R TKI

or Ab was collected from the electronic patient records and analyzed, after this study was

approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Centre Leon Berard. Statistics were con-

ducted using SPSS 23.0.

Results

Thirty-nine patients received at least one line of TKI among the 101 patients with histologi-

cally confirmed dTGCT refered to this center. Imatinib, nilotinib, pexidartinib, emactuzumab

were the most frequently used agents. First line treatment was given for a median duration

of 7 months. With a median follow-up from the initiation of TKI of 30 months, the progres-

sion-free rate at 30 months is 56% for the 39 patients. 15 patients had recurrent disease

after first line CSF1R inhibitor: 12 (80%) received a 2nd line treatment for a median duration

of 6 months and a median time to progression (TTP) of 12 months. Six patients had
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afterwards a recurrent disease and 5 (83%) received a 3rd line treatment for a median dura-

tion of 5 months and a median TTP of 9 months. Progression-free rate at 30 months was

observed in 3 of 12 (25%) after line 2 and 1 of 5 (20%) after line 3. None of the patients

refered died with a median follow-up of 67 months.

Conclusions

CSF1R TKI or Ab provide prolonged tumor control and symptom relief for a majority of

patients with inoperable or relapsing dTGCT, in first and subsequent lines. Multiple lines are

required for close to 50% of patients with relapsing dTGCT.

Introduction

Diffuse type tenosynovial giant cell tumors (TCGT) is a rare locally aggressive connective tis-

sue tumor of the joints, affecting mostly young adults, with a predominance on the knee and

ankle [1–4]. dTGCT frequently present at [1;2] translocation encoding for a fusion gene CSF1/
COL6A3 whose protein product plays a key role in tumor growth [5–7]. Surgical resection is

the recommended treatment in first line [1–5].

However, local relapses frequently occur resulting in swelling, pain and functional impaire-

ment which are the hallmark of the disease [4,5]. Surgery is rarely curative after relapse with a

12% reported LRFS at 5 years in a large study [4]. Amputations may be required only very

rarely in very large tumors; dTGCT metastasize very rarely [4].

Before CSF1R antagonists, either tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) or antibodies, the medical

treatments for relapsing and inoperable tumors had limited efficacy [1–3]. CSF1R antagonists

have been reported to yield volumetric response and symptom relief in patients with inopera-

ble diffuse type tenosynovial giant cell tumors (TCGT) [9–16]. Imatinib exerts CSF1R inhibi-

tory activity, and was first reported as active in TGCT/PVNS in a case report in 2008 [9]. The

clinical efficacy of tyrosine kinase inhibitors blocking CSF1R (imatinib, nilotinib, pexidartinib)

and antibodies against CSF1R (emactuzumab, cabiralizumab) has been then confirmed in sev-

eral retrospective clinical studies for imatinib [10,11], as well as prospective clinical trials, with

emactuzumab [12], nilotinib [13], pexidatinib [14,15] and cabiralizumab [16].

Recently, Tap et al reported on a pivotal randomized phase III study comparing placebo

with pexidartinib showing that tumor response was significantly higher with pexidartinib, and

that patient reported outcome and function improved during treatment with pexidartinib as

compared to placebo in this randomized double blind study [15]. Pexidartinib was recently

approved for the treatment of dTGCT by the FDA. In addition to first demonstrate the clinical

value of a TKI in this disease with unmet medical needs, this important study also proves that

it is feasible to perform a randomized clinical trial in such a rare disease.

TKIs and Ab are administered during a limited period of time in all these studies, from few

weeks to 12 months most often [8–16]. In the nilotinib phase II study, 30% of the patients sta-

ble after 12 months relapsed after nilotinib interruption, with 4 year PFS of 54% [13]. The

impact of a retreatment with the same TKI or other CSF1R on dTGCT related pain and func-

tional impairement has seldom been reported outside single cases [9,11].

Given the favorable life expectancy of these patients, it would be of importance to define a

long term strategy for the medical treatment with CSF1R antagonists of patients with inopera-

ble dTGCT treated with short term duration of TKI.
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In the present work, we report a single center retrospective experience of the long term

medical treatment of 39 advanced dTGCT, using sequential CSF1R antagonist treatments.

Materials and methods

Patients

Since Jan 2007, 39 patients referred to the Centre Leon Berard for a therapeutic decision for a

dTGCT received a systemic treatment. These 39 patients represented 39% of the 101 patients

with a central pathology confirmed dTGCT refered to the center during this time period. Cen-

tral pathology review was obtained for all the patients, within the Reference pathology Centre

of the Centre Leon Berard, according to the rules of the French NCI (INCa) with the NET-

SARC [17,18]. The histological diagnosis of dTGCT was not confirmed in 16 of the 117

patients refered to the center during this time period. Giant cell tumor of the bone was the

most frequent histological subtype for those unconfirmed dTGCT (not shown).

Table 1 describes the clinical characteristics of these 39 patients.

A retrospective collection of clinical history and treatment of these 39 patients was con-

ducted, with the approval of the Institutional Review Board of the Centre Leon Berard (Comité

de Revue des Etudes Cliniques, CREC, 28, rue Laennec 69008 Lyon on the date of Jan 19th,

2019, Chair Dr Th. Bachelot), in addition to the data collected within the NETSARC and

RREPS programs. Data on initial clinical presentation, past local and systemic treatments,

response, outcome after treatment and present status of the patient were collected.

Treatment with TKI were given in 39 patients with tumors deemed inoperable and/or in

whom surgery would not bring a clinical benefit. Treatment were given as part of a

Table 1. Characteristics of patients treated with CSF1R inhibitors.

Mean (Range) n (%)

Gender

Men 13 (33%)

Women 26 (67%)

Age at diagnosis (years) 34.9 (13.2–59.3)

Age at TKI initiation (years) 40.4 (13.6–65.2)

Disease location

Knee 17 (43.6%)

Ankle 9 (23.1%)

Foot 4 (10.3%)

Elbow 3 (7.7%)

Hip 2 (5.1%)

Wrist 2 (5.1%)

Hand 1(2.6%)

Finger 1 (2.6%)

Previous surgeries for TGCT 29 (74.4%)

Time from diagnosis to CSF1Ri (years) 5 .5 (0.03–37.8)

Time from first surgery to CSF1Ri (years) 6.4 (0.7–37.8)

First line treatment

Imatinib 15 (38.5%)

Nilotinib 4 (10.3%)

Emactuzumab 12 (30.8%)

Pexidartinib 2 (5.1%)

Other 6 (15.4%)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233046.t001
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compassionate off label use, or as part of clinical trials for experimental agents (NCT02371369,

NCT01261429) which were previously published in peer reviewed journals [13,15,16]. The

diagnosis of operability/non operability was taken by the weekly NETSARC multidisciplinary

tumor board (MDT) dedicated to connective tissue tumors in place in the Centre Leon Berard,

with a consensus obtained including 2 to 4 surgeons with expertise from connective tissue

tumors. Generally, it was considered that surgery was the first treatment of choice if complete

macroscopic resection of the tumor was deemed feasible for patients not previously operated.

When complete macroscopic resection of the tumor was deemed not achievable at relapse (or

would have required an amputation or a mutilating surgery not approved by the patient),

patients were considered as “non-operable”. The local extension of the disease, in these

patients with mostly with multiple relapses, was often multifocal and involved both joints and

tendon sheath.

Statistics

Descriptive analysis of the patient population, and comparison between subgroups were per-

formed using the IBM SPSS 23.0 package (IBM, Paris, France).

Results

Table 1 presents the clinical characteristics of the 39 patients who have received a TKI, as com-

passionate use (imatinib, nilotinib,. . .), or within clinical trials for tyrosine kinase inhibitors or

CSF1R Ab (Table 1). The median duration of the first line treatment for these 39 patients was

7 months (range 1–30+): 35 of these 39 (89.7%) of patients stopped the treatment for another

reason than volumetric progression. With a median follow-up of 30 months since the initia-

tion of first line TKI, 15 (38%) presented a novel volumetric progression and/or worsening

symptoms, 11 after treatment discontinuation. Tumor progression was reported in 13 of 15

(87%) and worsening symptoms only in n = 2 (13%). Median time to progression (TTP) is not

reached for these 39 patients: progression free rate was 56% at 30 months at the time of the

analysis (Table 2 & Fig 1).

Twelve of these 15 (80%) patients restarted a TKI in second line, 11/12 (92%) because of

volumetric progression with symptoms, 1/12 (8%) because of symptoms without volumetric

progression. Median duration of treatment was 6 months (range 2–29). Median TTP was 12

months for a median follow-up of 29 months (Table 2, Fig 2). These 12 patients received the

same (n = 2) or another (n = 10) CSF1R antagonist. 6 (50%) patients had progression and

worsening symptoms after this second line, including 2 (16%) during second line treatment

(Table 2).

Five of these 6 (83%) patients who received a second line treatment received a 3rd line treat-

ment, for a median duration of 5 months (range 1–7) (Table 2) and with a median time to pro-

gression of 9 months (Table 2). 3 patients progressed (60%), 2 (40%) during treatment

(imatinib & pazopanib for 1 patient each). Two patients received 4th line (both imatinib) and

one received a 5th line treatment (sunitinib).

Fig 2 shows the duration of treatment and TTP for each individual patients and lines. Most

patients had a prolonged TTP after treatment interruption. Duration of treatment was not cor-

related to TTP after interruption (not shown).

The compared duration of treatment, time to progression and time to next treatment

according to the different agents used are presented in Table 2. The small number of patients

and the retrospective nature of the study precludes the comparison of the outcome according

to the different the TKI or Ab used. One patient each received twice imatinib and thrice imati-

nib, all progressing after the interruption of imatinib. The first one had a shorter duration of
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efficacy in second line (9 vs 12 months) while the other had a similar duration of treatment

efficacy.

Discussion

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors of CSF1R have become the medical treatment of choice for relaps-

ing or inoperable dTGCT, and a growing number of patients are receiving these treatments

[9–16]. dTGCT is rarely a life-threatening disease. No deaths were observed in the 101 patients

refered to us since 12 years. As a consequence, the majority of patients with inoperable

dTGCT will be followed for a long period of time. The long term outcome of patients with

dTGCT receiving TKI treatment has rarely been reported, even in prospective studies. The

objective of the present study was to provide a description of the long term outcome of patients

with dTGCT in the era of tyrosine kinase inhibitors which have been used for advanced

dTGCT since 12 years in this center.

The present study shows first that the majority of the 39 patients with inoperable and/or

relapsing dTGCT who received first line CSF1R antagonist have not progressed nor required

additional treatment after first line treatment interruption during the observation period.

Table 2. Description of the lines of treatment.

N Duration of Treatment

Months1
Volume Response N

(%)

Symptom Improvement N

(%)

Reason for

interruption N(%)

TTP (median)2 (TTP-

range5)

VR SD NE PD AE 3 Other4

Line 1

All 39 7.0 (1–30) 13
(33)

20
(52)

6
(15)

24 (62) 2 (5) 12
(31)

25
(64)

56%� (3–29)

Imatinib 15 8.5 (1–30) 3 (33) 9(60) 3 (20) 11 (73) 1 (7) 3(21) 11 (72) 12 (3–14)
Nilotinib 4 10.0 (7–12) 0 4 (100) 0 2 (50) 1 (25) 1(25) 2 (50)) 17 (9–18)
Emactuzumab 12 3.7 (1–8) 4(33) 6 (50) 2 (17) 7(68) 0 4 (33) 8(66) 70%� (6–15)
Pexidatinib 2 12(12–12) 2(100) 0 0 2 (100) 0 0 2(100) NA
Others 6 6.7 (2–10) 2(33) 3(50) 1 (17) 3(50) 0 3(50) 3(50) 12 (11–29)
Line 2

All 12 6.1 (2–29) 8 (66) 4(33) 0 10 (84) 2
(17)

3(25) 7(58) 12 (2–37)

Imatinib 7 7.8 (2–29) 6 (86) 1(14) 0 6 (86) 1 (14) 3 (43) 3(43) 11 (6–13)
Nilotinib 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 (n = 1)
Emactuzumab 3 4(2–5) 1(33) 2(66) 0 2 (66) 0 0 3 37 (n = 1)
Others 1 4 0 1(100) 0 1 0 0 1 no PD@ 8 months
Line 3

All 5 5(1–7) 2 (33) 3 (50) 0 3(50) 0 2 (40) 3(60) 9.0 (2–9)
Imatinib 3 5(2–7) 1 (33) 2 (66) 0 2(66) 0 1 (33) 2 (66) 9.0 (6–9)
Pazopanib 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 (n = 1)
Emactuzumab 1 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 no PD @ 58 months

1: Median (range)

2: Median (months) or �% progression-free at 30 months if median not reached

3: Adverse event

4: Other: patients in whom the treatment was not interrupted for progression or AE, or patients in whom treatment is still ongoing at the time of the analysis.

5: TTP-range in the subgroup of patients who reprogressed

NA: not applicable

VR: volumetric response.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233046.t002
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While first line median treatment duration was 7 months, the proportion of patients who have

not progressed at 30 month is 56%, a proportion consistent with that reported in the previous

prospective multicentric nilotinib phase II study [13]. The median follow-up of patients

treated with first line TKI is however of 30 months only, and relapses at a longer term are likely

to be observed, even though a plateau is observed after this date in this series.

A significant proportion of patients treated with a short term duration of TKI treatment do

not progress rapidly after treatment interruption. Actually, four patients of this series are pro-

gression-free at 5 years after a duration of treatment inferior to 12 months. It is interesting to

note that the majority of these patients still have clinically or radiologically detectable tumor.

Secondary volumetric and/or symptomatic progression occurred however in 15 patients,

and 80% of these received a second line of CSF1R TK inhibitors. We used the terminology of

line of treatment similar to that used for patients with advanced sarcoma receiving cytotoxics

at each progression or symptoms requiring a novel treatment, even if the same treatment (eg

imatinib) was reinstated for progression after discontinuation. The treatment was again given

for a short period of time, shorter than in first line. However, again most patients benefited

from this treatment, with a median time to progression of 12 months. While this is shorter

than in first line treatment, 3 (25%) patients again reached a long TTP. These data show that

second line CSF1R TKI are active in dTGCT, providing symptom relief and tumor control in a

large proportion of patients.

Again, 6 (50%) of patients treated in second line progressed and became more symptom-

atic. These received a third line TKI, mostly with a different agent, within a clinical trial or as

compassionate use. Treatment duration was again shorter in third line, with a median of 7

months, but median TTP was 9 months and 2 patients again benefited from long term tumor

control.

The patients of this series received a variety of treatments either in clinical trials or in com-

passionate use. Similar or different treatment were used in the subsequent lines for the individ-

ual patients. A meaningful comparison of the impact of the different treatment is of course not

possible in such series, but it will be of importance to report the long term outcome of patients

included in clinical trials.

Fig 1. Time to progression after line 1, 2, and 3.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233046.g001
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There are several limitations in this study. First it is a single center, retrospective collection

of patient observation over a 10 year period. A standardized description of symptoms and/or

side effects leading to treatment decisions is lacking because of the retrospective nature of the

study. The qualification of inoperable tumor in connective tissue tumors is debated, being

related to both local extension, previous treatment in particular. In these patients, and as part

of the standard procedure, a tumor is deemed inoperable after multidisciplinary evaluation in

the multidisciplinary tumor board with at least 2 specialized surgeons. This is therefore a

patient population identified by a multidisciplinary group of investigators specialized in con-

nective tissue tumors. Importantly, only a minority of the patients referred for this team for

medical treatment (39/101) were actually considered as inoperable and proposed for a medical

treatment. Another limitation is that this retrospective study used an heterogenous set of

CSF1R inhibitors with a broad (imatinib nilotinib.) or narrow (Abs, pexidartinib) spectrum of

activity on tyrosine kinase; while comparison of agents is not feasible, it is still likely that future

agents will be more often TKI or Abs with specific CSF1R inhibitory activities.

Fig 2. Swimmer plot showing the duration of TKI treatment and TTP for the sequential lines in individual patients.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233046.g002
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In this series, we observed that a short duration of administration of a CSF1R inhibitor can

provide long term progression-free survival, after treatment interruption, in over 50% of

patients with TGCT. Patients with recurrence of symptoms or progression may receive multi-

ple lines of TKI. These treatments most often provide symptom relief and progression arrest,

comparing favorably with those observed with secondary surgery [10]. The mechanisms and

biomarkers predicting for long term control of locally TGCT treated with TKI are not known

and deserve further investigation, considering in particular the molecular heterogeneity of this

disease [19].

The value of secondary surgery has not been assessed in this study. A downstaging previous

to surgical removal, instead of prolonged treatment could be a preferred option in relapsing

dTGCT. Several considerations precluded the application of surgery in this period of observa-

tion: 1) most patients had minor shrinkage, 2) the uncertainty on the benefits of secondary

surgical treatment, 3) the reluctance of many patients to undergo surgery in this situation of

uncertainty. It is important to note that the benefit of secondary surgery was not obvious in an

exploratory substudy of the nilogist trial [13].

In conclusion, relapsing or unresectable dTGCT is a rare neoplasia, for which a large num-

ber of active medical treatment providing tumor shrinkage and symptom relief are now

described. First line TKI controls tumor progression in over 50% of the 39 patients at 30

months. For the remaining patients with relapsing disease after treatment interruption, the

long term therapeutic strategies need to be defined taking into account the very favorable life

expectancy of these patient and the functional consequences of tumor progression. Strategies

involving short term treatment and drug holiday phases may deserve to be tested prospectively

for this chronic disease.
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